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Disclaimer
Without permission, anyone may 
use, reproduce or distribute any 
material in this white paper for 
non-commercial and educational 
use (i.e. other than for a fee or for 
commercial purposes) provided 
that the original source and the 
applicable copyright notice are 
cited.
This Goldchip Technical White Paper is for 
information purposes only. Goldchip does not 
guarantee the accuracy of or the conclusions 
reached in this white paper, and this white paper 
is provided “as is”. Goldchip does not make 
and expressly disclaims all representations 
and warranties, express, implied, statutory or 
otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not limited 
to: (i) warranties of merchantability, fitness for 
a particular purpose, suitability, usage, title or 
non-infringement; (ii) that the contents of this 
white paper are free from error; and (iii) that 
such contents will not infringe third-party rights. 
Goldchip and its affiliates shall have no liability 
for damages of any kind arising out of the use, 
reference to, or reliance on this white paper or any 
of the content contained herein, even if advised 
of the possibility of such damages. In no event will 
Goldchip or its affiliates be liable to any person or 
entity for any damages, losses, liabilities, costs or 
expenses of any kind, whether direct or indirect, 
consequential, compensatory, incidental, actual, 
exemplary, punitive or special for the use of, 
reference to, or reliance on this white paper or any 
of the content contained herein, including, without 
limitation, any loss of business, revenues, profits, 
data, use, goodwill or other intangible losses.
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Introduction
Blockchain technology 
and cryptocurrency are 
revolutionizing the financial world. 
The technology has become 
applicable to industries including 
oil, gas, medicine, law, real estate 
and now gold mining. 
Goldchip Investments, a gold mining and mineral 
processing corporation, introduces GMA (Goldchip 
Mining Asset) a new cryptocurrency backed by 
the profits of our operational gold mine and based 
on the Waves blockchain platform.  GMA provides 
investors all over the globe the opportunity to 
invest in the gold mining sector.

For centuries, investors have used gold as a 
store of value and a hedge against inflation and 
market volatility.  Today, leading economies such 

as China and India have begun an aggressive 
program of active acquisition of gold. In addition, 
gold as a precious metal, has a very wide range 
of applications. Among other applications, 
gold is used in the production of smartphones, 
microprocessors, and manufacturing of memory 
chips in computers.  Gold has become more 
favored for medical care and aerospace 
technology industry applications. Its resistance 
to being alloyed with other metals and near 
indestructible nature; makes it the perfect 
precious metal.

By acquiring GMA tokens, the holder is entitled 
to 5% net profit royalties from our Gold mining 
production in Zimbabwe, which is represented by 
GMA tokens. Our very limited exploration activities 
have yielded over $275,000 of gold sales. Our 
technical reports, conducted by Minxcon estimate 
a gold reserve of approximately $6.2 billion dollars 
(USD). 
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Source: Minxcon consulting, Goldchip Technical Review June 2017

We are currently completing 
the building of a 400 ton per 
day commercial plant for 
gold processing and recovery. 
We have over 10,000 tons 
of stockpiled ore ready for 
processing. 

In addition, the claims have 
more than 150,000 tons of 
ore classified as reserves.  
Leveraging blockchain 
technology and the Waves 
blockchain platform, Goldchip 
investments gives every 
investor, big and small the 
chance to reap the rewards of 
investing in gold mining. Goldma -Gold Mining Plant at Sunrise Mine
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The Problem

Despite the fact that gold has 
immense value and great 
importance to the development 
of a country’s economy, the 
process and procedure for 
undertaking gold mining ventures 
are completely and utterly 
arduous, especially with regards to 
licensing and getting financing to 
launch production. 
The licensing requirements and anachronistic 
financing system for mining projects, presently 
employed by banks favors big enterprises.  
Potential developers who may have great mining 
prospects and enthusiastic investors will be 
passed over for big companies almost without 
exception. In addition, the laws around investing 
in a foreign country, securing a gold mine and 

protecting the environment are onerous and 
complex.     

Interested investors all over the globe have to 
contend with a difficult and complex process 
which makes investing in gold mining very 
exclusive. The existing ecosystem is most 
unfavorable for the new investor trying to enter 
the industry. “Sitting on a gold mine” has long been 
a universal, yet seemingly impossible dream, until 
now.  

Goldchip Investments is in a strong position in 
Zimbabwe.  President Emmerson Mnangagwa 
was very clear when he spoke at Davos that 
“Zimbabwe is open for business”.   Previously, 
Zimbabwe was notoriously difficult to do business 
ranking 159 out of 190 countries on ease of doing 
business, despite this difficulty the Goldchip team 
managed to acquire 16 claims, get environmental 
licensing, get mining licenses, get gold buying 
licenses and put together a team to find and 
sell gold to the government in 3 years.  Industry 
standard for this achievement is 7 years. 
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The Solution
By leveraging the blockchain 
technology, we are unleashing 
the full potential of gold mining for 
investors all over the world, and 
opening up the industry to smaller 
investors. 
More so, GMA will introduce a greater level 
of transparency, eliminate monotonous and 
time-consuming procedure, reduce the level of 
required paperwork, and completely eliminate 
discrimination against small investors. GMA is 
based on the Waves blockchain platform and will 
utilise  Waves features and strengths to create a 
platform comprised of developers and investors 
who will take the gold mining industry to the next 
level.

Goldchip offers the GMA token. Unlike traditionally 
investing in gold on the stock market where the 
market forces of supply and demand are the sole 
determining factors of the value of your shares 
as they compare to other commodities. The GMA 
token value will mirror the generated net profit 
of the mining company over time as an option 
available to anyone globally to invest into the 
exploitation of the gold deposits by completely 
cutting out the cost of the middlemen, formal 
barriers, technical obstacles, and personal 
disclosure. In other words, GMA will exploit 
the merit of the smart contract, blockchain 
technology and cryptocurrency, to automatically 
distribute profits to all users directly.

The volatility of crypto currency will be tempered 
by its linking to the gold market value, but the 
GMA token value has so much greater potential 
to increase in value as our mining operations 
come into force due to the investment through 
the GMA token being directly invested into greater 
production value in Goldchip Investments mining 
and processing operations. Mining is a volume 
business, the more we can scale the more profit 
there will be.  

Goldchip’s use of the Waves platform will 
administer tokens as the way to properly distribute 
pay-outs and will conduct fundraising by Initial 
Coin Offering (ICO).

Goldchip’s application of the 
Waves blockchain platform:

To facilitate the purchase of 
GMA tokens

Allow owners the ability to 
make  trades on various 
cryptocurrency exchange 
platforms

Allow the collection of profits 
related to their actions.

To allow GMA token holders to 
receive a quarterly 5% share 
of net profits represented by 
GMA tokens from the gold 
mining production when such 
profits are due. Equivalent to 
20% per annum profit sharing 
in a mine with estimated 
reserves of over $6.2 billion 
USD.

To empower future and 
prospective developers who 
have the aim of launching 
and realizing their gold mining 
projects under the expertise of 
our team and features of our 
platform.
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Overview
Location Southern Africa, bordered by South Africa (225 

km), Zambia (797 km), Botswana (813 km) and 
Mozambique (1 231 km)

Area 390 580 km²

Land 386 670 km²

Climate Tropical, moderated by altitude

Rainy season November to March

Mineral 
resources

Coal, chromium ores, asbestos, gold, nickel, copper, 
iron ore, zinc, vanadium, lithium, tin and platinum 
group of minerals

Population 14 229 541 (July 2015 est)

Age structure 0 - 14 years: 37.88%, 15 - 24 years: 21.65%, 25 - 54 
years: 33.4%,

55 - 64 years: 3.57%
Population 
growth rate

2.21% (2015 est.)

Nationality Zimbabwean

Ethnicity African 98% (Shona 82%, Ndebele 14%), others 2%

Religions Syncretic 50%, Christian 25%, Indigenous 24%, 
Muslims and others 1%

Literacy 90%

Administration Ten provinces

Government 
type

Parliamentary Democracy

Executive Head of State and Government - President Robert 
Gabriel Mugabe

Legal system Mixture of Roman-Dutch and English common law

Suffrage 18 years of age

Agricultural 
products

Tobacco, cotton, wheat, maize, sugarcane, coffee, 
tea, timber, flowers and vegetables

Industrial 
products

Minerals, wood, steel, food, plastic, textiles, 
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, cement, automobiles, 
detergents, beverages and tourism

Exports Platinum, tobacco, cotton, gold, ferro-alloys, textiles 
and horticulture

Imports Machinery, chemicals, information technology, 
vehicles, fuels and pesticides
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The Zimbabwe mining legacy 
dates back to medieval Great 
Zimbabwe. 
The Munhumutapa Empire had command over 
and exploited not less than 4000 gold and 500 
copper mines spread across the country. The 
milling and purification of gold and copper were 
carried out close to the extraction sites. The gold 
processing and purification standards achieved 
then were extremely high. As part of a value 
addition process, gold was made into articles 
of jewelry and used to decorate articles such as 
knife handles, ceremonial axe handles and other 
articles of religion. Archaeological evidence for 
such domestic use of gold is abundant at Great 
Zimbabwe and related sites. 

It is estimated that a third (about 700 tonnes) of 
all historical gold production was mined locally 
from the seventh century until the introduction of 
mechanized mining methods with the arrival of 
Europeans about a century ago. There are over 
4000 recorded gold deposits, nearly all of them 
located on ancient workings.  

Source:   
http://miningzimbabwe.com/minerals-of-
zimbabwe/

Goldchip has found a great deal of evidence 
of ancient workings from the Portuguese and 
other historic workings on our claims.  Certain 
areas in our claims have so many old shafts it is 
simply dangerous to walk around, with numerous 
abandoned shafts well over 40 meters deep. The 
historical evidence points to successful future gold 
mining on our claims. 

Historical evidence of workings: old grindstone mill

The status of the gold mining industry in Zimbabwe:
The graph below shows the local production statistics for gold since 2009:
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The majority of Zimbabwe’s known 
gold mineralization occurs in host 
rocks of the Zimbabwe Craton, 
which is made up of Archaean-
aged basement lithologies. 
The Archaean basement of the Zimbabwe 
Craton consists of supracrustal greenstone 
belts surrounded by granitoid rocks of various 
ages.  Most of the gold deposits in Zimbabwe are 
associated with high strain zones cutting through 
the greenstone belts and, in rare instances, the 
older gneissic granites.

 Since independence in the year 1980, Zimbabwe 
has produced more than 400 tons of gold from 
various shear quartz vein-based small mines 
sited on lines of ancient workings, Zimbabwe is 
commonly considered to be a country of rich 
gold deposits. However, to fully understand 
the mineralization and nature of ore bodies in 
Zimbabwe, the history of exploration and mining, 
as well as current understanding of the nature of 
gold deposits and controls on mineralization and 
future trends of exploration should be considered.

Well over 6,000 small gold deposits have already 
been exploited in Zimbabwe, and there are huge 
opportunities to investigate many of them for 
possible large scale mining. 
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Exploration
Landfolio, the internationally 
recognized registry of land related 
assets, began establishing it’s 
Zimbabwe database on December 
1, 2017.  
The database is expected to be live soon and 
will  show Goldchip’s 16 contiguous claims in 
Zimbabwe.   The 16 Zimbabwe claims are in an 
area known to be an extremely mineral rich area. 

Until very recently, the ares was reserved for large 
multinational firms like Anglo American.

Goldchip has the current and profound knowledge 
of how the licensing process works and has the 
capacity to expand our territories immensely 
to get on par with these large multinationals. 
Goldchip has been conducting active exploration 
on only 2 of our 16 claims, since April 2014 and 
continues to date. In this exploration, we have 
used satellite remote sensing (see photo below), 
core drilling and trenching. From this exploration 
activity, positive results have been obtained. 

Satellite Remote Sensing with Gold bearing Target Areas identified

Reef gold has been found in numerous old shafts. 
In addition to the reef gold , alluvial rubble  has 
been identified within the concessions. The zones 
host visible gold from surface sampling. It is 
interpreted that the reef gold zones are, at least in 
part, the source rock for the alluvial gold.

We are currently upgrading from our small 
manually fed exploration mining system to a large 

mechanized commercial plant for gold processing 
and recovery.  Goldchip has acquired vital assets 
like a 150 ton per hour,  jaw crusher  20 ton per 
hour, ball mill , and a 300-ton hopper.  All are fed by 
a conveyor belt system and a tipper truck.  A vast 
improvement over the 3 men with shovels feeding 
our 1.5 ton per hour ball mill that yielded $275,000 in 
gold sales.  Once this system is up and running, our 
gold production will be exponential. 
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Project

Project Location
The Sunrise 60 Project Area 
consists of sixteen gold mining 
claims which are located 10 
km northeast of Chakari and 
approximately 30 km northwest 
of the town of Chegutu, which 
in turn is approximately 110 km 
southwest of Harare along the 
A5 sealed road. The claims lie 
on the former commercial farm 
Chadshunt Extension Farm, 
Mashonaland West.

Climate and Topography
Chegutu has a tropical climate with distinct 
wet and dry seasons. The wet season is 
from November to March and is marked by 
convectional thunderstorms and light rains. 
Light rain is common towards the end of rainy 
season. A maximum of 200 mm was recorded 
in January for ten-year mean monthly rainfall 
for Kadoma. Temperatures are lowest in winter 
(between June and July) and highest in October, 
but high temperatures are also common 
between November and January. Maximum air 
temperatures can go above 35°C in October 
(Shoko, 2004).   

The topography of the Project Area is flat to gently 
undulating with altitudes ranging from 1,140 m 
to 1,200 m amsl. Soil covers most the landscape 
which is mostly under maize cultivation, with the 
uncultivated land used for livestock such as cattle 
and goats.

Vegetation
Gum trees, jacaranda trees and others along with 
exotic tree species.

Adjacent Properties
The Dalny Gold Mine, owned and operated by 
New Dawn Mining Corporation is located 10 km 
southwest, along strike, of the Sunrise 60 Project 
Area.
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Geology

Regional Geology
The majority of Zimbabwe’s known gold mineralisation occurs in host rocks of the Zimbabwe Craton, 
which is made up of Archaean-aged basement lithologies. The Archaean basement of the Zimbabwe 
Craton consists of supracrustal greenstone belts surrounded by granitoid rocks of various ages. The 
greenstones are dominantly meta-basalts with smaller proportions of ultramafic and felsic extrusives 
and intrusives, and sedimentary rocks. Lying along the northern, eastern and southern borders of the 
country are mobile belts of varying ages.

Figure 4: Zimbabwe Craton Relative to Other Archaean Cratons
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The Zimbabwe Craton has a total of 28 discrete recognised greenstone belts of various ages and are 
depicted below in Figure 5, with the Chegutu Greenstone Belt (No. 6) highlighted in red.

Most of the gold deposits in Zimbabwe are 
associated with high strain zones cutting through 
the greenstone belts and, in rare instances, 
the older gneissic granites. The structural 
requirements include deformation zones that 
provide the transport systems for the gold-
bearing fluids and those that provide the trap 
sites for hydrothermal deposition. There are a 
number of primary dislocation zones cutting 
through the greenstone belts, but second and 
third order structures splaying off these are the 
loci of more intense hydrothermal activity. Besides 
the shear-controlled depositional sites there 
are also fold controls and in addition, complex 
interactions between the two. In most cases the 

gold reefs are associated with compressional 
and transpressional tectonics, particularly along 
lithological contacts, and there is a spatial 
association with late Archaean tonalite intrusions. 
The occurrence of gold in the greenstone belts 
within the central and northern parts of the craton 
tend to be associated with discrete high-strain 
zones separated by those of lower strain, whereas 
those in the southwest are contained by narrow 
linear belts where high strain is more ubiquitous. 
The latter tend to be of higher metamorphic grade 
and have more complex ductile deformation 
histories. Detailed discussion of the structural 
influence on the greenstone belts is available in 
Campbell and Pitfield (1994).  
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Local Geology
The geology of the Kadoma area is dominated 
by the northern extension of the Midlands 
Greenstone belt, or Chegutu Greenstone Belt and 
the neighbouring older Chingezi-aged Rhodesdale 
Gneiss to the east. The Chegutu Greenstone Belt 
has two limbs with the southern limb striking 
approximately northeast-southwest and which 
form the limbs of the Kadoma Anticline.

The Rhodesdale Gneiss is a typical biotite banded 
gneiss, with banding orientated predominantly 
sub-parallel to its contact to the western Chegutu 
Greenstone Belt (Hartman, 1953). Weathering of 
the banded gneiss results in flat to gently rolling 
topography, while in areas where it may have a 
massive or porphyritic nature, kopjes may occur 
characterised by large boulders which present 
typical spheroidal weathering. Textures and 
composition may vary tonalitic and granodioritic 
gneisses (Hartman, 1953).

Overlying the Rhodesdale Gneiss and forming 
the easternmost lithologies of the Chegutu 
Greenstone Belt, are the mafic rocks of the Lower 
Bulawayan Group that consist of slightly altered, 
fine-grained basic lavas, or balsaltic varieties 
and epidiorites. The Upper Bulawayan Group, 
unconformably overlies the Lower Bulawayan 
Group and typically consists of basalts, dacites 
and andesites which are intercalated with variable 
amounts of arkose, greywacke, lesser shale with 
infrequent calcareous strata and rare pyroclastics 
and BIF. The sedimentary packages may attain a 
maximum thickness of approximately 350 m in the 
area and are instrumental in the location of the 
gold orebodies (Hartman, 1953).  

The sediments of the Shamvaian Group are the 
youngest greenstone lithologies and occupy 
an area averaging in width of nearly 5 km from 
west to east. In the area, the sediments consist of 
pebbly quartzites, BIFs and grits.

All lithologies in the area strike predominantly 
northeast to southwest (Hartman, 1953).

The Sunrise 60 Project Area lies approximately 
10 km along strike to the northwest of the Dalny 
mine complex. Most of the mines are hosted 
by greenstones, but some occur in felsics and 
rarely even in BIF units. The deposits are mainly 
associated with the northern extension of the Lily 
Deformation Zone (LDZ), north of the Whitewaters 
Pluton, in the Midlands Greenstone Belt (MGB), and 
especially with its system of splays in the Chakari 
District. Many of the mines are concentrated 
along the northeast striking, very linear Arlandzer 
Shear Zone which can be traced for 12 km. It 
splays from the LDZ, and passes through, or close 
to, Arlandzer, Turkoise and Dalny mines. Virtually 
all of the deposits near Turkoise and Arlandzer 
mines strike parallel to the shear zone. There are 
a few northwest-striking reefs and other trends 
occur locally. A second significant splay from 
the Arlandzer Shear Zone, trending more east-
northeast, is initiated near Turkoise Mine and 
strikes toward the Chadshunt Mine. Numerous 
small mines are clustered on or near this structure. 
Dalny Mine lies on a similar splay. Although 
described as a linear and isolated shear zone, 
there are local parallel shears and some strike 
variations (Campbell and Pitfield, 1994).

The Arlandzer Shear Zone, or Dalny – Delcia 
Shear Zone, is approximately 300 m wide with 
a mineralised shear zone, which is 1 m to 10 m 
wide but generally between 1 m and 3 m. The 
mineralisation comprises extensive sulphide 
replacement and shear-veining within a general 
zone of silicification. Arsenopyrite and pyrite are 
the dominant sulphides. Quartz shear-veining 
are sporadic. Where carbonatisation of the shear 
zone is prevalent, gold content is reduced. Wall 
rock alteration dominated by carbonatisation and 
sericitisation, extends up to 15 m from the ore zone, 
but carries little gold (Campbell and Pitfield, 1994).
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Property Geology
The reef attitude measured on the 1st level is 
68/280 (dip/dip-bearing). The general strike is 
north-south. Lithological impression of the reef 
is, from footwall to hanging wall, a smoky quartz 
stringer (0.4 m to +1.2 m wide) and a moderately 
oxidised hanging wall glassy to smoky quartz 
intrusive (0.6 m). The reef is bound to the 
footwall and hanging wall by strongly fissile 
schistose metasediments and differentiated, 
metamorphosed grano-diorites. Aplite and 
doleritic dykes also intrude the same mineralised 
tension gashes (Stidolph, 1977). The general 
mineralogy comprises magnesian olivine, bronzite, 
pyrites, plagioclase, clinopyroxene and trace 
orthopyroxenes with occasional hornblende. 
The suite is characterised by greenschist 
metamorphism, with increased shearing towards 
the eastern part of the Sebakwe batholith. Gold 
mineralisation is both lithologically and structurally 
controlled, and hence is also stratabound (Rusike, 
2017).

It is evident from the regional geology that the 
Sebakwe Pluton served as the major heat engine 
that mobilised the low melting point sulphides 
into the north-south structural gashes and the 
late siliceous infusions further scavenged, re-
precipitated and concentrated the gold into 
permissive structures such as faults and folds 
(Rusike, 2017).

Two exploration shafts were sunk in the footwall of 
the quartz reefs out crop to a depth of 35 m with 
the intention to exploit the north-south trending 
quartz gashes on the western fringes of the 
Sebakwe Batholith. A strike impression of 64 m was 
developed on reef on the 1st level in a mineralised 
envelope with parallel to sub-parallel prospects 
spaced at ±15 m. Individual pay shoots occur in 
parallel to sub-parallel fashion as 0.40 m to +1 m 
wide quartz reef /siliceous tension gashes to 10m 
wide structural blow-outs. Pay shoots stretch for 
±80 m strike and are punctuated with chloritised 
schistose meta-sediment intercalations, which 
generally impress attitudes oscillating from 40° to 
80° towards the west (Rusike, 2017).
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Processing
The processing facilities at Sunrise 
Mine consists of the following:
Plant 1: 3 tons per hour crushing, milling and static 
leaching primarily used to process underground 
run of mine material.

Plant 2: (referred to as the “Commercial Plant”) 150 
tons per hour commercial grade jaw crusher, 25 
ton per hour secondary crusher, 25 ton per ball 
mill and concentrator facilities for processing of 
alluvial material and/or surface material.

Plant 1: Milling and Leaching Plant
Process Description

Referring to the figure below, run of mine (“RoM”) 
material is delivered to the milling circuit. The 
material is then manually fed (with spades) into 
a jaw crusher which produces a -30 mm product. 
The crusher product is then manually fed into the 
ball mill.  

Figure below : Crushing and Milling Process Flow Schematic

Ball mill trommel (+600 µm) oversize is delivered onto the floor and transferred back into the ball mill. 
Trommel underflow (-600 µm) gravitates into a batch gold concentrator. The gold concentrate (free 
gold) is washed out regularly, dried and cleaned further in a smaller gravity concentrator which is 
manually operated. The concentrator tails gravitates onto a stockpile area where the water is drained.
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The solids are then transferred to the static leaching plant shown in the figure above and mixed with 
historic tailings (red soil in the figure above) material to ensure permeability is maintained. Mixing is 
done by means of an excavator or with spades. Referring to figure below , the leaching plant consists of 
two leach circuits each made up of four concrete leach vessels.

Cyanide solution is made up in the solution make-up tank (Figure above). Leaching vessels are filled with 
the cyanide solution, soaked for 12 hours and then left to leach for up to 24 hours.
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Referring to the figure above, 
loaded cyanide solution is then 
drained through a pebble filter. 
The filter produces a relatively 
clean solution which gravitates 
through carbon absorption 
tanks.  Solutions from each of the 
static leach tanks is circulated 
through dedicated set of three 
carbon absorption tanks. Each 
set of three carbon absorption 
tanks hold approximately 300 kg 
of carbon in total.   

As illustrated above, barren 
solution (after carbon 
absorption) is recirculated 
back to the static leach tanks 
via the make-up tank. Top-up 
cyanide solution is made to 
ensure cyanide solution strength 
and leaching efficiency is 
maintained.  

Total gold is measured and 
monitored by means of gold-
titrations with aqua regia and 
precipitation. Once leaching and 
carbon absorption is complete 
(i.e. carbon absorption tank 
discharge grade close to zero 
g/t Au), the process is stopped. 

Loaded carbon is removed and 
transported to the elution area 
in order to produce final gold 
Doré. 

Sunrise sends a carbon sample 
to a third-party laboratory as a 
check sample ensuring that gold 
allocations are done correctly. 
Eluted carbon is returned to 
Sunrise where it is regenerated 
with heated hydrochloric acid 
solution. The carbon is re-used 
for up six leaching and at elution 
cycles.   Any cyanide used will be 
handled utilizing standards set 
by the World Gold Council and 
the United Nations regulations 
and suggestions. Leaching Tanks at Sunrise 41B
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Design Criteria
A summary of the mill-leach plant’s design criteria is shown 
in the Table below.
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Plant 2: New Commercial Plant

8.2.1 Process Description
A second plant exists onsite (referred to as the 
“Commercial Plant”). The plant is divided into three 
circuits, namely the crushing, screening circuit and 
the milling circuit.  

The plant has the potential to treat alluvial 
material and/or hard rock material.

The “Commercial Plant” equipment is detailed as 
follows:

• the grizzly feeder which currently can either 
feed the trommel screen or the jaw crusher. 
Hard rock material is fed into a 150 ton per hour 
jaw crusher while alluvial material is classified 
onto a classifying screen;

• secondary jaw crusher with its product 
conveyed to a bin;

• the bin feeds a 25 ton per hour ball mill; 
secondary crusher product is screened by a 
vibrating screen with the oversize returned 
to the jaw product bin and back into the jaw 
crusher;

• vibrating screen undersize (-3 mm) is slurried 
with water and gravity fed into the horizontal 
gravity concentrator; and

• the classifying screen can operate as a 
standalone circuit with its undersize (-3 mm) 
fed into two gravity concentrators.
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The following conclusions are made:-

• Sunrise operates a 15-hour day shift to reduce 
labour costs.

• It is estimated that the Commercial plant has 
a total throughput capacity of 25 tph of solids. 
The major processing units have the following 
solids tph capacities:-

• Commercial jaw crusher: 150 tph(tons per 
hour);

• Secondary crusher: 20 tph when feeding 150 
mm material; and

• horizontal gravity concentrator: 15 tph from 
the vibrating screen underflow.

• A Secondary crusher is typically used as the 
final grinding/comminution step for alluvial 
gold operations where a liberation size of 
0.5 to 2 mm is sufficient for gravity gold 
concentration.

• It is estimated that the mill and leaching plant 
operate at a maximum throughput of 30 tpd 
(or 2 tph). A throughput of 2 tph will require 
operators to manually feed the mill at a rate of 
34 kg per minute.

• Sunrise typically elutes between two to four 
batches of carbon per month (at 300 kg of 
carbon per batch).

• At a total soaking time and leaching time of 
up to 36 hours, the leaching circuit has a total 
capacity of up to 12 ktpm. As a result, the small 
milling circuit is the bottle neck of the plant.

• The leaching plant achieves a total recovery 
of between 70% and 80% of which up to 50% is 
recovered as free gravity gold.
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Mining
Current Mining Operation
The current mining operation produces a 
maximum of 800 tons per month from the 
underground operation. This material is assumed 
to be predominately from development and that 
all material from the waste and reef development 
is treated in the processing plant.  

Mining Infrastructure
The current surface mining infrastructure is fit for 
purpose and consists mainly of timber sheds. 

Mining Layout
The mining operation accesses the orebody 
via a vertical shaft developed to a depth of 
approximately 35 m - this is also the planned level 
spacing. On the level, two drives are developed 
one on-reef and the other off-reef, these drives 
will open-up stopes to the maximum strike of 
the orebody. The current mining operations are 
focused on developing these drives.  

Hoisting Capacity
The current hoisting capacity from the 
underground operation is considered as a 
constraint. A high-level hoisting capacity 
estimation was conducted. Without exact 
specifications for the equipment the following 
assumptions were made:-

• hoist distance – 35 m (1 level only);

• total cycle time – 3 minutes (measured during 
site visit);

• hoist speed – 1 m/s (calculated on-site – 30 
seconds for 35 m);

• skip loading time – 1 min (from site visit – use 
two buckets at top and exchange full with 
empty);

• skip off loading time – 1 min (from site visit – 
use two buckets at bottom and exchange full 
with empty); and

• skip capacity – 175 kg (calculated on-site – 40 
buckets to fill 7 t truck).

With the above-mentioned assumptions 
regarding the hoisting arrangement it has been 
calculated that the hoisting capacity of the shaft 
is 3.5 tph. Should the operation hoist 8 hours per 
day and 26 days per month, the estimated hoisted 
ore will be 730 t. Similarly, should the operation 
hoist 10 hours per day for 30 days a month, 1,000 
t will be hoisted per month. At best, hoisting a 
double shift per day the hoisting capacity would 
be limited to 2,000 tpm. Should the operation go 
deeper the hoisting capacity will reduce further. 
Although we plan to increase the hoisting capacity 
of 2,500 tpm by installing a Head Gear

Monthly Planning
The planned production can only be achieved and 
maintained if sufficient stoping faces are opened 
up and replaced as the mining progresses. The 
advance rates will have to be maintained to 
ensure sufficient stoping areas are available.  

The management team will develop a monthly 
production plan to ensure mining activities are 
focussed in the correct areas to ensure steady 
production to the processing plant. 
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Measurement & 
Control
Once the production planning has 
been completed, the management 
team should determine the 
actual mining advance rates to 
and measure compliance to the 
production planning. 
This will improve mining discipline ensuring that 
the mining teams focus on the required activities 
and mining areas to deliver to the mine planning.  

Without a structured measurement and control 
system the operation may not achieve the 
planned steady state production rates. 

Mining Strategy
Volume

Typically, financial pressure on mining operations 
encourages a trend toward larger mining 
operations achieving higher throughput and 
efficiencies. The challenge is always to balance 
the capital requirements with the savings from 
the larger volumes and improved efficiencies. This 
can typically be achieved by a knowledgeable 
technical team managing the process.  

Open Pit Opportunity

The open pit opportunity was determined by 
investigating several options. These options 
investigated pivoted around assumptions on the 
depth of weathering of the ore and the width of 
the orebody.  

The hardness of the rock is dependent on the 
depth of the weathered zone. The material close 
to surface has been exposed to weather and the 
elements and is thus much softer. It is assumed 
that the top 30 m is weathered and that it would 
be possible to free dig the material by means of 
an excavator without the need for drilling and 
blasting. The material below the weathered zone is 
referred to as hard rock and would require drilling 
and blasting. Free dig operations are significantly 
easier and less costly than hard rock mining.

Three grade scenarios have been considered 
depending on the width and grade of the halo. 
Firstly, the narrow vein only without any halo 
material. It would be difficult to mine open pit 
because it is narrow and subject to significant 
dilution but is high grade. The next option is to 
mix the lower grade halo material with the higher 
grade narrow vein. It is currently assumed that the 
halo could be between 5 m and 10 m in width. The 
second scenario assumed a halo of 5 m and the 
third scenario a halo of 10 m. These options are 
illustrated in Figure 34. 
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As a result, the following six scenarios has been investigated to determine the best open pit opportunity:

Key for Graph Below

• Free dig (“FD”) – limited to the weathered zone i.e. the top 30 m:-

• FD-H - High grade - Narrow vein;

• FD-M - Medium Grade – Halo of 5 m around narrow vein;

• FD-L - Low Grade - Halo of 5 m around narrow vein;

• Hard rock (“HR”) – not limited to the weathered zone going as deep as possible:-

• HR-H - High grade - Narrow vein;

• HR-M - Medium Grade – Halo of 5 m around narrow vein; and

• HR-L - Low Grade - Halo of 5 m around narrow vein.

The following parameters were used in a simplified pit optimisation model to determine the possible 
feasibility of each scenario. All the scenarios assumed a 2,500 tpm volume treated at the plant at a cost 
of USD22/t, a recovery of 80% and a gold price of USD1,250/oz. The simplified pit optimisation results are 
detailed in the Table below.  

Table below: Simplified Pit Optimisation Scenarios
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Project Objectives
• Purchase, installation, and upgrade of the gold 

mining plant.

• Purchase equipment for toll milling/processing. 
According to the Zimbabwe Miners Federation 
(ZMF), the country has about 600,000 small 
scale miners. A further 700,000 are said to be 
illegal miners. None of which have the capacity 
to mill/process their own gold material. 
Goldchip’s toll milling operations will operate 
separately yet managed by our current team 
on our nearby registered land.

• Mining, processing, purchasing and sale of the 
gold produced from the deposits. Identifying, 
developing and exploiting new perspective 
gold deposits in Zimbabwe first ,then on our 
claim in Zambia.

• Help local community to develop and 
eliminate poverty by means of charity and 
good corporate governance. Goldchip 
employees and the local community enjoy a 
percentage of the company shares which are 
held in a trust, thus benefiting and improving 
the living standards of our employees and 
locals living in the area.

• Establish a basis for creation of fundraising 
platform for gold mining companies.
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The location has a massive gold prospect, and 
we believe will be at the forefront of global gold 
production in the immediate future.

Moreover, mining in Zimbabwe is becoming ever 
more attractive after a series of encouraging 
developments for the mining industry. Specifically, 
in November 2017, Zimbabwe’s new President 
Emmerson Mnangagwa announced the removal 
of the restraining indigenization policies, boosting 
investors’ confidence and justifying means of 
continual gold discovery development. Also, 
according to FIDH report on gold mining in 
Zimbabwe, “less than 1 percent of the potentially 
gold-rich areas have been mapped out and 
explored so far, which generates tremendous 
new possibilities for identifying, developing and 
exploiting of gold deposits in a country with such 
huge untapped potential.

8.2.1 Process Description
• According to the World Gold Council,

Zimbabwe is the 25th largest gold producing
country in the World

• Good GDP growth expected in 2018 (3.5%)

• Low-cost local labor and services for mining
favorable geology with Greenstone gold belt,
and unique mining history and culture

• More Stable social and political situation

• Modern mining code established to attract
the presence of international gold mining
companies

• All Gold is sold via Fidelity Printers with same
day payment
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ICO Execution

Application of blockchain 
technology
The Waves blockchain platform opens new 
opportunities for new upcoming businesses and 
investors to acquire finance and invest with the 
exclusion of interloping third parties or middlemen, 
which can be done incognito but completely 
transparent. The goal is to establish a platform 
that allows people to invest in gold mining on a 
global scale. The GMA token is perfectly suited to 
perform this function which is why it is launched 
on the Waves blockchain.  Achieving optimization 
of blockchain technology for mining does not 
only allure potential investors, but also allows the 
application of smart contracts which are self-
executing, and can automatically distribute profits 
from projects or mining ventures to GMA token 
holders. 

• The Waves platform, enables listings on crypto 
exchanges very quickly

• All data regarding the nodes information will 
be publicly available to everyone and securely 
deposited in GitHub

Tokens
Goldchip will create and issue a cryptocurrency 
called GMA “Goldchip Mining Asset” at a 
discounted value prior to the completion of a new 
Toll milling plant and our upgraded commercial 
gold production facility. The project ensures 
sustainable organic growth by simultaneously 
conducting exploitation of the proven existing 
gold deposits, providing profitable milling services 
to small scale miners, steadily expanding the 
production capacities over time and developing 
new perspective gold properties for development 
under the expertise of our exemplempary team. 
Our vision is to establish a blockchain platform 
which will facilitate fundraising for many gold 
mining projects globally. Goldchip plans to build a 
community of investors committed to take part in 
crowdfunding in order to develop and exploit gold 
properties with minimum risk involved.
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Token Allocation

Bounty, advisors 3.1%

Early Investors 20.4%

Pre-ICO 25.5%

ICO 51%

Use of Proceeds

Development 18.4%

Gold Buying 4.4%

Administrative 3%

Consulting 12.3%

Equipment 45.2%

Reserves 16.6%
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ICO Details
Pre-private: this is the first stage of the ICO. Sales 
of the token will take place between April 15th, 2018 
- April 22nd 2018. The total number of tokens to be 
sold at the pre-ICO stage would be 730,300,000 
GMA at the value of $.13 per token. 

The opening price of the token is $.13 with bonus 
35% from which investor benefits by means of 
additional tokens. Every 7 days there will be a 
decrease of bonus by 5% and at the end of all 
stages, the bonus will disappear. The price of the 
token will increase on 15th of each month with 
same bonus structure.

With each ICO stage, Goldchip aims to utilize the 
funds raised from token sales to cover current 
project expenses. The process will be transparent 
and all funds will be accounted for, as we will be 
publishing all appropriate content to investors 
via social media and personal cabinet, ensuring 
minimized risks and doubts from the investor’s 
side. The costs and time associated with the 
project development phases are explained in 
detail in the technical review.

We invite investors to visit the mine.

By being at the forefront of adopting ICO to 
raise funds for every development stage of the 
business,  we create a system that investors can 
trust and rely on. This will achieve transparency at 
all levels of development.

Construction will evolve over time and its progress 
is publicly available through social media of 
Goldchip. Minimum funds necessary for the 
realization of the gold mine amount to $5,000,000. 
The gold mine capacity and gold output quantity 
depend on the number of funds raised. Due to 
features of our modular technology capacity is 
scalable between 20 - 450 tons per hour.

Token Value
The total number of tokens to be created is 
730,300,000. The major driver of the token value 
depends on the production capacity of the 
gold mine. Initial capacity will be known upon 
completion of ICO. The bigger capacity from the 
commencement of production the faster the 
increase in the value of the token.

Merits of holding GMA 
Holders of GMA token receives quarterly dividends 
reflecting an amount of the tokens they hold 
(distribution of generated profit from the gold sale 
to token holders automatically executed once per 
3 months on the basis of smart contract) 

GMA can be traded on numerous crypto-
exchange platforms

Token Buy Back
Goldchip Investments (Goldma) reserves the 
right to buy back all tokens within eight years. The 
tokens will be bought back at market prices.

• 100% of tokens issued will be bought back 
within

• Goldma will use 20% of quarterly gross revenue 
to buy back GMA tokens

• Tokens bought back will be used to fund both 
cryptocurrency and gold mining projects as 
well as projects that will increase uptake and 
usage of Goldma.

• At the end of each quarter, Goldma 
shall announce the amount of revenue 
accumulated over the quarter and how much 
will be spent on buying back tokens

• We will update token holders first as to when 
exactly tokens are bought back on or before 
the end of the eight year period. Goldma shall 
also notify the public when the tokens are to 
be bought.
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Roadmap

April 2014
Sunrise 60 gold mining claim is 
found, registered and licensed 
by Goldchip. Environmental 
management plan begins.  

August 2015
Environmental management plan 
approved. Environmental impact 
assessment certificate granted for 
gold mining and milling. Exploration 
activities expanded. Viable alluvial 
and reef gold confirmed via 
Performance Labs.

Nov 2015
Satellite remote sensing ordered 
from Geoscientific Mineral 
Resources; locates multiple gold 
deposits. Private investors invest 2 
million USD. Earthmoving equipment, 
ball mill, processing units purchased 
and installation begins.

July 2014
Sunrise 41 gold mining claim is 
registered by Goldchip Investments 
Dan Portgieter, Zimbabwean 
mining veteran, hired as mine 
manager.  Camp construction and 
infrastructure development ensues.

June 2017
Renowned mining consulting 
company, Minxcon consulting, 
comes onboard to consult Goldchip 
regarding gold mining claims and 
completes technical review.

Sep 2107
On the heels of Minxcon’s technical 
review, Goldchip purchases a 450 
tons per day processing plant and 
begins installation.

Nov 2015
Satellite remote sensing ordered 
from Geoscientific Mineral 
Resources; locates multiple gold 
deposits. Private investors invest 2 
million USD. Earthmoving equipment, 
ball mill, processing units purchased 
and installation begins.

Feb 2017
The Environmental management 
agency granted Goldchip it’s 
renewal for the Environmental 
impact assessment certificate.

Dec 2017
Goldchip begins developing a 
whitepaper for integrating its 
current and future investors unto 
the blockchain.

Sep 2016
Goldchip acquires 5 new mining 
claims based on successful gold 
exploration campaign.

Oct 2016
The Zimbabwe Investment Authority 
selected Goldchip as 2nd runner 
up in the mining sector as among 
the top mining companies in the 
country in respect to mining, good 
governance, and overall investment.

Feb 2018
Goldchip begins ICO consulting 
and plans private crowdfunding 
and whitelisting for April 10th  
2018. In addition, smart contract 
development begins.
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September 2018
Road development, Camp upgrade, 
fencing, toll milling equipment 
installation begins. Gold buying 
program begins.

October 2018
Road 
development 
continues, 
camp upgrade 
continues, 3rd 
shift starts.

March 2018
Marketing campaign and 
whitelisting begins for Pre-ICO 
token generation event. Private sale 
begins tentative KYC /AML.

June 2018
ICO ends. 
Goldchip list 
on approved 
exchanges

August 2018
CIP plant installation begins. High 
speed toll milling equipment 
researched by Minxcon. Toll milling 
equipment bought. Stockpiling of 
ore continues.

November 2018
Renew all 
licenses, 
continue 
development 
and upgrades, 
toll milling 
marketing 
begins.

April 2018
Private Sale 
tentative - ICO 
begins

July 2018
Plant upgrades continue, 
commercial plant to process free 
gold comes on line. Lights for night 
shift installed, 2nd shift begins.

January 2019 
Toll milling marketing, road 
development continues, camp 
upgrade continues, 3rd shift mining 
starts, 2nd royalty payment to GMA 
token holders.

May 2019
Additional gold mine aquisitions. 
3rd royalty payment to GMA 
token holders. Community health 
clinic upgrade plan submitted to 
government for approval. Senior 
Citizen Food program upgraded.

May 2018
Plant purchases/upgrades, 
negotiate with major exchanges, 
negotiate to list on decentralized 
-exchanges.
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Goldchip Capital 
Expenditures
Target: $70 million 
Purchase:  CIP plant , Knelson concentrator , 4x4 
trucks, earth-moving fleet, laboratory equipment 
for the mine, toll milling plant 

• Road development, upgrade camp, staffing, 
community health clinic

• Community development for the elderly and 
handicapped

• Installation of CIP plant, Knelson concentrators, 
and laboratory, toll milling plant installed 

• Taxes paid, environmental management plan 
addendum, 

• Gold purchasing program, office and kitchen 
upgrade/ expansion 

• Acquisitions, licensing, legal, accounting, and 
consulting
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Transparency & 
Security

Smart Contract

Our team dedicates time and resources relating to the security of the 
smart contracts, funds raised and project documents.

We will render all formal verification in order to verify the security of the 
code from the smart contract.
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ICO Details

Token Specifications
Token Symbol: GMA

Token Platform: WAVES

Total Token Supply: 730,300,000 

Token Price: 1 GMA = $0.13 

Minimum Transaction: 0.1 ETH 

Minimum Goal: 12,500 ETH 

Maximum Goal: 175,000 ETH

 Pre Private ICO Starts: April 23, 2018 

Pre Private ICO Ends: April 30, 2018

Private ICO Starts: May 3, 2018

Private ICO Ends: May  10, 2018

Pre ICO Starts: May  17, 2018

Pre ICO Ends: May  27, 2018

Main ICO Starts: June 3, 2018

Main ICO Ends: July 12, 2018

Accepts: BTC, ETH, LTC, BCH, ZCASH, WAVES

All unsold tokens will be destroyed

Token trading: Owners will be able to trade GMA 
tokens on cryptocurrency market one month 
after the end of ICO.
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Our Team

Henry Jenkins is the CEO of Goldchip Investments 
Pvt. Ltd, the parent company of Goldchip Mining 
Asset. A U.S. Army veteran, book author, systems 
engineer and crypto consultant with business 
experiences from around the world. Henry is 
motivated to donate, work, and develop business 
relations in emerging economies across the 
African continent.

A leading expert in digital rights management, 
Bitcoin, blockchain and crypto industries, Henry is 
at the cutting edge of merging the cryptocurrency 
industry with the mining sector across the globe.

Henry’s overall mission is to foster charitable 
activities worldwide through technology and hard 
work. Partnering with economically independent 
individuals and corporations who recognize the 
importance of improving their local communities.

Henry now focuses on the blockchain industry and 
gold mining sector, merging the two industries to 
develop a decentralized investment platform for 
the gold mining industry.

Henry Jenkins has outstanding entrepreneurial 
, project management and technical skills with 
creativity and motivation. Possessing the ability to 
work at several different strategic levels, Henry has 
exceptional interpersonal and negotiation skills.

Henry Jenkins
CEO/Co-founder

Daniel Portgieter is the mine manager for the 
conglomerate of claims held by Goldchip 
Investments. A results oriented Mine Manager 
with 15 years experience of both technical and 
production environments. His experience includes 
underground mining and open pit mining for 
precious metals and base metals.  He has worked 
in large mines in South Africa and in Zimbabwe 
including TIX and Topaz mines. Dan has led and 
commissioned greenfield  projects and has 
extensive knowledge and experience in project 
management, design and planning software. He 
has experience on  track  and trackless mining 
methods. 

Daniel 
Portgieter 
Mine Manager
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George has over 15 years of supervising and/or 
carrying out exploration projects and evaluation 
programs. Providing senior level technical advice 
and direction to management and staff. Designing 
exploration programs and evaluating results while 
serving as a mentor to junior staff.

Mr. Rusike has provided technical supervision of 
exploration activities in the field as well as the 
office.

Carrying out and overseeing technical functions 
(mapping, drill hole logging, etc).

Integrating and interpreting geologic mapping, 
geophysical, geochemical and RC and core drilling 
data.

Assisting with geologic modeling updates, and 
providing support to resource and mine geologists.

Assisting in preparing budget requests and 
negotiation contracts for exploration as needed.

Preparing business cases regarding individual 
projects and initiatives and presents results and 
recommendations.

Ensuring exploration data is well documented 
for accuracy and quality in a timely and efficient 
manner.

George Rusike
Senior Geologist

Nyarai Femai is a Communication Specialist 
for Goldchip Investments Pvt. Ltd, the parent 
company of Goldchip Mining Asset(GMA). As a 
Communication Specialist, Nyarai is dedicated 
to building and maintaining relations with all 
clients. Ensuring a long-standing business rapport 
between GMA and its valued clientele. The online 
economy or virtual business space is her specialty. 
She believes in creating value within the digital 
space, in order to reach anyone from anywhere 
in the world. The reason for Nyarai’s passion is her 
desire to put Zimbabwe on the map by utilizing 
millennial online platforms and tools to create 
wealth for young Africans.

Nyarai Femai
Communications 

Specialist

Albert has been with the Goldchip/Goldma for over 
3 years. He has been very successful with regards 
to establishing the leaching tanks and managing 
the work flow processes. With over 7 years of 
experience, working for mines such as Topaz and 
Eiffel Flats; Albert has demonstrated a passion for 
all things chemical as it relates to gold recovery. 
Since arriving at Goldchip, Albert has been directly 
responsible for over $100,000 dollars worth of gold 
recovery.

Albert 
Portgeiter
Hydrometallurgy 

Manager
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Highly motivated and a well driven with a 
character built on firm values of communication, 
Transparency, professionalism and integrity, 
inspired by innovation and ideas that have a 
positive impact the lives of people in the world 
and dedicated to change the world through 
Information Technology

Edmore 
Chikoore
Communication 

Specialist

As a Goldma Senior Communication Specialist, Rutendo is an integral part of creating and delivering 
information, both inside and outside of a company. In the fast-moving marketing landscape of ICOs, 
Rutendo is agile, flexible, strategic and tactical. In addition, Rutendo has a strong grasp of strategic goals, 
as well as the ability to tactically execute given goals. Rutendo is open and quick in learning skills that 
help her stay effective and relevant.From press releases, blog content, announcements, emails, and etc. 
Rutendo’s skill set compliments any organization’s communications and management Information goal.

Rutendo Jenkins
Senior Communications Specialist

In her capacity as a Communications Specialist, 
Linda works in creating unique communications 
strategies that build and strengthen beneficial 
relationships on local, national and international 
levels. She develops well-targeted strategies 
for both large and start-up businesses across 
the cryptocurrency and financial sectors. Her 
work includes: international media relations 
campaigns, thought leadership development 
and implementation, media training, integrated 
communications and message development. 
Focusing on delivering great results that drive 
commercial benefit for clients, Linda mixes 
traditional PR tools and techniques with digital 
marketing.

Linda Mnkandla
Communications 

Specialist
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Daan van 
Heerde
Director, Head of 

Mining Engineering

Daan has worked in the mining industry for 
30 years. He has a vast amount of experience 
in managing underground and opencast 
mining operations in South Africa and abroad 
for both world-class mining majors and junior 
mining companies. He managed new business 
development for two major mining companies, 
one gold, the other predominantly platinum. He 
has experience in mining mergers and acquisitions 
and related activities such as valuation, due 
diligence, finance structuring and subsequent 
change management. Daan has also contributed 
significantly to ore reserve management, technical 
services, productivity improvement and operating 
cost reduction. He also has significant study and 
project management experience.

Uwe Engelmann (B.Sc. Hons, Wits University, 1991) 
has gained over seventeen years experience 
in the mining and exploration industry, working 
for various mining companies in South Africa. 
He was involved in research in Antarctica, held 
various geological positions, and worked as an Ore 
Resource Manager for eight years. He was involved 
in the production and exploration of the shafts, 
strategic planning, ore resources and reserves, 
as well as the daily management of the shafts. 
He leads the Minxcon Exploration division where 
he is involved in most aspects of the exploration. 
He predominantly works in Africa, in a wide range 
of commodities including gold, platinum, copper, 
coal, manganese and iron ore.

Uwe Engelmann
Director, Exploration

Tawanda Chiurayi is the head of the firm’s litigation 
department and his practice areas include media, 
insolvency law, labour law, commercial and 
corporate law. Tawanda also has vast experience 
with human rights and constitutional matters. 
Tawanda sits on the Board of Trustees for St. 
George’s College.

Tawanda A. 
Chiurayi 
Attorney/Legal 

Practitionert

Advisors
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David Drake is Founder and Chairman at LDJ 
Capital, a multi-family office which deals in funds 
worldwide with over $1.5 trillion in assets, and 
maintains over 50+ global directors and family 
office partners.  

More recently, Mr. Drake is also seen as a leader in 
cryptocurrency.  Mr. Drake saw the value of digital 
assets when everyone was avoiding it.  It all started 
in 2011 when Mr. Drake collaborated on the JOBS Act 
to create new laws underlying all fundraising in the 
U.S. for all ICOs.  His crypto hedge funds hold crypto, 
ICOs and fintech equity as seed investments to 
help new coin to be made via ICOs. His company 
also offers bridge financing to seed upcoming 
ICO’s.  

Mr. Drake was born in Sweden and is fluent in 
six languages.  He holds an MBA in Finance and 
an MA in International Law and Economics from 
George Washington University in DC where he 
was awarded the Wallenberg Scholarship for 
academic merit.

David Drake
Founder and 

Chairman at LDJ 

Capital

Ian Scarffe is a serial entrepreneur, investor and 
consultant with business experience from around 
the world.

As a leading entrepreneur, Ian is on a personal 
mission to develop a culture of entrepreneurship, 
helping startups achieve their full potential as well 
as helping to expand existing companies.

A leading expert in Bitcoin, Blockchain and Crypto 
industries, Ian is at the very heart of revolutionizing 
the financing industry across the globe and 
currently consults and advises for a range of 
multi-million dollar companies.

Ian’s overall mission is to foster a society of 
economically independent individuals who are 
engaged citizens, contributing to the improvement 
of their communities across the world.

Ian now focuses on the Blockchain industry and 
offers advice, consulting services and connections 
to Blockchain experts. Most recently Ian has 
founded ‘Binkplus’, a startup incubator in Europe.

Ian Scarffe has outstanding entrepreneurial skills 
and commercial acumen with innovation and 
motivation. With the capacity to work at strategic 
levels, Ian possess exceptional interpersonal, 
communication and negotiation skills.

A passion for customer service, wealth of 
knowledge and vast amounts of hands on 
experience in almost every role, means Ian has 
valuable insight into millions of customers, proving 
him to be a valuable asset to companies across 
the globe.

Ian Scarffe
 Founder at Crypto 

Consulting and 

Investments LTD.
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Giovanni is a blockchain/ startup strategist and 
entrepreneur synthesising old financial world 
ideas with emerging technologies. Giovanni is a 
co-founding team member of Blocktrade.com and 
a Top 20 Advisor, advising 6+ ICOs. Giovanni brings 
ideation, strategy, tokenomics and connecting 
opportunities in the fintech space to the team.

Giovanni 
Lesna-
Maranetto
Strategist and 

Entrepreneur

Founder and leading figure in over a dozen 
successful international and Silicon Valley projects, 
including Archimedes Labs, Minds and Machines 
Inc, MedCo, EasyNet and RealNames. Keith is a 
founding shareholder of Techcrunch.

Keith Teare
Executive Chair at 

Accelerated Digital 

Ventures
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Conclusion
The Goldchip team is very grateful 
to you for reading to the end of this 
white paper. We truly appreciate 
the time you spent  familiarizing 
yourself with our project and 
we’d like to thank you for your 
consideration for taking part in our 
ICO.

Goldchip is already a fully licensed, compliant 
and operational gold mine. We will continue 
developing irrespective of the amount of raised 
funds from our Initial Coin Offering - Goldma.

With your help and investment, we can grow 
exponentially improving upon the lives of the local 
community and less fortunate. By contributing 
to our ICO, you are investing in one of the most 
trusted commodities ever - Gold.

We invite you to take participate in this exceptional 
opportunity and extend a warm invitation to visit 
our mine. Please feel free to direct any questions 
through our official channels.
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